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70. On the Representation of the Vector Lattice.

By KOsaku YOSIDA.
Mathematieal Institute, Nagoya Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. T.KAGI, M.I.A., July 13, 1942.)

1. Introduction. In a preeeding note the author gave, jointly
with M. Fukamiya, a representation of the vector lattice with an
Archimedean-unit to obtain an algebraie proof of Kakutani-Krein’s

S 2)lattice-theoretic characteri atmn of the space of continuous functions
on a bicompact Hausdorff space. Recently, by different approaches, H.
Nakano> and F. Maeda-T. Ogasawara treated a more general case
when the existence of an Archimedean-unit is not assumed. The pur-
pose of the present note is to show that our method is also applicable
to this case as a short-cut to the representation theory. Their re-
presentation space is totally disconnected and so their results will not
be a direct extension of our preceding note. T. Nakayama, who
stressed the applicability of the Lorenzen-Clifford’s procedure to the
representation of the vector lattice, kindly read the manuscript and
discussed with me the difference of their method and that of ours.
The conclusion may, in short, be stated as follows. The point of their
representation space is perhaps, so to speak, a minimal prime ideal,
while our point is a maximal prime ideal. In concluding the introduc-
tion I express may hearty thanks to T. Nakayama.

2. Preliminaries. A vector lattice E is a real linear space, some
of whose elements f are non-negative (written f 0) and in which

(V1)" Iff0 and a0, then afrO.
(V 2)" If f 0 and -f:> 0, then f=O.
(V 3.)" If f 0 and g 0, then f-t-g 0.

(V 4)" E is a lattice by the semi-order relation f g (f-g 0).

We put, as usual, ]fl-f+-f-, f+-f x/O, f--f/x O. Two ele-
ments f and g is called disjoint (or orthogonal) if If[/x]g I=0. Let
{u} be a maximal set of mutually disjoint positive (u 0 but =k 0)
elements of E. The maximality means that if x :> 0 then x/x u :> 0
for at least one u. An element f is called nilpotent (with respect to
{u}) if n(Ifl/x u)u (n=l, 2, ...) for all u. The totality R of the
nilpotent elements is called the radical of E. R constitutes a linear
subspace of E. Proof" Let f and g be nilpotent, then n(If/gl/ u)
n(2(If[ /lg I)/ u,) 2n((I/l/x u) / (I g l/" u)) <2 u, / u,=u, (n= 1,
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2, ...). Moreover R is an ideal of E, viz. feR and gl ]fl implies
geR.

Lemma 1. Let N be a linear subspace of E. Then the linear-
congruence ab (mod N) is also a lattice-congruence"

c--c’, d--d’ (mod N) implies c dc’ d" (mod N)

if and only if N is an ideal of E.
Proof. See, for example, Garrett Birkhoff" Lattice Theory (1940),

109.
An ideal NE is called prime, if the residual vector lattice E/N

of E mod N is simply ordered, viz. f g or f <2 g (mod N) for any
two elements f, g. Since x+/ (-x)+=0 for any x, we see that E is
simply ordered if and only if If]/]gl=O implies f=O or g=O.

Lemma 2). For any f 0, there exists a prime ideal N$f.
Proof. Let E be not simply ordered and suppose g > 0, h :> 0,

g/ h=O. Then at least one of the ideals

N()= (Ig’[ ag, a< )-0, N)= ([h’ ah, < )-0
g h

does not contain f. Let N N() 5f and let 0 N N ... N, ..-
(y<:: )be a properly increasing (transfinite) sequence of ideals not
containing f. If is a limit ordinal, define x:--y (mod N) to mean
x--y (mod N,) for some y <:: o. N does not contain f. Thus we may
obtain, at a certain step, an ideal Nf which is not contained in no
other ideal Sf. By this maximality N is a prime ideal.

3. The representation theorem. By the lemma 2, there exists
an ideal Nu which is not contained in no other ideal u. Let
(u) be the totality of such ideals and let be the totality of the
ideals e some (u). Since each Ne is a prime ideal, there exists,
for any Ne , exactly one U=U(N) which satisfies U(N)N. Thus we
may write UN for U(N). For any x e E and for any Ne we put

(1) { x(N)-l, u. b. 2, where x UN (mod N)
g. 1. b. /, where x /uN (rood N).

The equivalence of the two definitions of x(N) follows from the fact
that E/N is simply ordered. Of course, we put x(N)= + oo if there
exists no / such that x <:/u (rood N); similarly for x(N)=- co. By
the lemma 1, we have

(2) (x /y)(N)=max (x(N), y(N)) (x / y)(N)=rain (x(N), y(N)),
(3) (ax+ fly) (N) ax(N + fly(N).

It is to be noted that (3) is ambiguous in case x(N)= +/- o, y(N)= +/- co.
If E satisfies the Archimedean axiom (V 6) below, this ambiguity will
be removed by introducing a topology in ( 4).

Remark. Let there exist an Archimedean-unit u"
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(V 5)" / For any x e E, there exists a positive number a"-a(9) such
that -a(x)u x a(x)u.

If we take the one-element-set {u} for {u}, then every function x(N)
is bounded on (I x(N)] a(x)). In this (Archimedean-unit) case,
Ne means that N is a maximal non-trivial ideal.

Returning to our representation (1), we have

(4) x(N)=O identically on if and only if x eR.

Proof. Let x0 be nilpotent, then, by (1) and (2), we have

n(min (x(N), 1))1 (n--’I, 2, ...)and hence x(N)=O on . Conversely

let 0<:x<:u and nxu, n::>l. By the lemma 2, there exists

a prime ideal N(y) y- (nx-u)+, viz. (nx-u) 0 (mod N(y)).
N(y) does not contain u, for otherwise, we would obtain 0=(0-0):>0

(mod N(y)). Let N be an ideal N(y), u, which is not contained in

no other ideal N(y), $u. Surely we have Ne and hence U=UN.
Since N N(y), we have (nX--UN) 0 (mod N) and thus nx(N)
UN(N) or x(N) 1In.

4. Introduction of a topology and the Archimeden axiom. For
any x 0, we call x-set the totality of Ne 9 such that NSx, Then
we have

(x /y)-set=the sum (x-set) /(y-set),
(5)

(x/ y)-set=the intersection (x-set) (y-set).

Proof. That (x-set) /(y-set) (x /y)-set is evident from the
definition of the ideal. Let x/yN and let xeN, yeN. Then,
since N is prime, x /y-x or y (mod N), that is, x /y e N, contrary
to the hypothesis. Next we have (x-set)/ (y-set) (x/ y)-set from
the definition of the ideal. Let x N, y N, then, since N is prime,
x/ y=-x or y (mod N) and thus x/ y N. Q.E.D.

Hence, if we call open the x-set’s, is a topological space. In
the truth, is a Hausdorff space. Proof: If N N, then there
exist x :> 0 and x ::> 0 such that x N, x e N, x. N, x e N. Since
N is prime, (x-x) 0 (rood N) or (x-x) 0 (rood N). The latter
inequality is excluded by x::>0 (rood N), x=O (rood N). Thus
(x-x)+ N and (x.-x)+ N similarly. By the idantity x+/ (-x)+ =0
and (5), the intersection of (x-x)+-set and (x-x)+-set is void.

The continuity of the function x(N) on may be proved as fol-
lows. Let x(No)= : +/- and let e be any positive number. Then
we have (-) x(N) ( +) if N belongs to

UNo ( (X (2 e)Uo) +) / ((2 +e)Uo--X)+)-set No.

Similarly for the case x(No)= +/- .
Next we assume that the Archimedean axiom"
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(V6)" _AI-)=0 for any2>0

is satisfied in . We have, in his ease, R=0. Moreover we have the
resul

(6) The se of N at which x(N)= +/- co is non-dense on

Proof. We assume z > 0 and will prove tha, for any :> 0, there
exists a poin Noe y-set such ha (N0)<+ o. Assume the contrary
and le x> nUN (rood N) (n= I, 2, ...) for every Ne y-seL Then

(*) x>n(UvA y) (mod N) (n=l, 2,...) for every

By he maximality of {us}, there exists us such hat us/ y 2> 0. By
(V 6), we have xz=(/ ) for some I. Thus (z-x)+ 2> 0 and

hence, by R=0, max {(z(N0)-x(N0)), 0} >0 for some N0. Therefore

rain (u(No), y(N)) ::> x(No) O

This contradicts to (*), for from u(No):>0, y(No):>0 we must have
u=Uvo, No e y-set.

Remark 1. In general, our vicinity, the x-set, does not disconnect
the space 9l. While, in the treatments of H. Nakano and F. Maeda-
T. Ogasawara cited above, the representation space is totally discon-
nected.

Remark 2. In the Archimedean-unit case, our topology is equi-
valent to the weak topology obtained by calling open the set of the
form

(I x(Y)-x(No) <: (i= 1, 2, ..., n))
N

where -u x u, 0 (i=l, 2, ..., n) and n are arbitrary. In this
case, 9l is bicompact and any continuous function on b may be ap-
proximated uniformly on by the functions x(N), x eE. For the
proof, see the preceding note.


